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Game designers are the authors, the  
inventors, the developers, the composers, 
the creative minds behind games.

VOICES OF OUR MEMBERS

The SAZ is the advocacy of game  
designers: a strong community with  
many benefits for its members.

LEARN MORE AND  
GET TO KNOW US.
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» I joined the SAZ because designing 
games is a young profession  
and we game designers need to  
communicate about our status, 
rights and duties. «  Antoine Bauza

» As a game designer living abroad  
the SAZ is important to me to help  

with contracts, share know how about  
publishers and, maybe the most  

important reason of all, getting to 
know my colleagues. «  Liesbeth Bos

» I always find competent contact 
persons in the SAZ for my questions. 
Thanks to SAZ my interests  
towards games publishers are  
well represented. «  Janet Kneisel

» As a founding member, I know: 
Only together we are strong enough 
to advance the cultural assets of 
games and achieve something for  
all members. «  Wolfgang Kramer

» Knowing to belong to a  
professional and strong community 

is protecting me at every step:  
from the first idea up to the  

publication. «  Carlo E. Lanzavecchia

» The SAZ is the strong voice for a  
fair and cooperative partnership  

with publishers! «
Marco Teubner

» Without game designers, there  
would be no games. The SAZ brings 
us designers together to promote the 
culture of gaming so that many people 
can enjoy our games. «  Reiner Knizia

» The SAZ is more than just a successful 
advocacy. It provides authors a  
home and lets them share their wealth 
of experience. Thus, it was and is an  
important component of today’s  
diverse and challenging games 
landscape. «  Klaus Teuber

» The combined expertise of the  
SAZ and its members, the networking 

among them and the many nice  
“colleagues” are worth gold. «   

Inka Brand

Good games are an inspiration, the salt 
and pepper in our lives. They carry us to 
other worlds, enchant with excitement, 
fascination and emotion, invigorate our 
communication, create shared experiences 
and always provide something new.

Becoming a member is worth it!  
For more information go to  
spieleautorenzunft.de



Title motiv: Tobago by Bruce Allen, with kind approval of Zoch Verlag

Game designers  
are originators! 

The SAZ is committed to strengthening the  
position of authors in the copyright laws. 
The SAZ cooperates with other originator and 
artist organizations in the German Initiative  
Urheberrecht.

The SAZ stands for fair contracts  
between publishers and authors. 

We provide advice to members in contract matters 
– also with the help of our legal adviser – and, if 
required, negotiates with publishers at home and 
abroad in order to achieve fair solutions.

The SAZ makes the creative faces 
behind the games better known. 

Almost every game has a designer. The public 
does not always perceive this in the desired  
manner. Therefore, the SAZ perseveres, for  
example, in getting publishers to clearly name 
the designers on the box cover and welcomes 
additional forms of presentation and  
acknowledgment in all publications related to  
the respective game.

The SAZ advocates the strengthening 
of the cultural assets of games. 

We stand for an equal treatment of games on 
the cultural scene, a stronger acknowledgment 
of the importance of games for developing social 
and cultural competences, and an equivalence to 
books, movies, theatre, and other cultural assets. 
Furthermore, the SAZ promotes the recording 
of games in the collection catalog of the German 
National Library. The SAZ also is a member of the 
German Arts Council / Council for Socio-culture and 
Cultural Education.

The SAZ supports an exchange of  
experiences and provides platforms.

Networking of members – both nationally and 
internationally – helps individual development 
and the backing of justified interests. Regional 
meetings and the internal web forum of SAZ are 
the corner stones for achieving this. In addition, 
workshops and similar events are organized and 
promoted. Game designer conventions like the 
one in Göttingen offer a perfect platform to bring 
game publishers and designers together.

SAZ MEMBERS ENJOY, AS PART OF THE 
COMMUNITY, MANY ADVANTAGES, LIKE:

  Intensive exchange with other  
members

  Contract support

  Valuable information material

  Free/discounted entry to game fairs

  A 10 % rebate at the spielmaterial.de 
online shop

  Low professional insurance as well as 
vouchers and grants for educational 
events

Join now and get  
your benefits!  
spieleautorenzunft.de

The Spiele-Autoren-Zunft e. V. (SAZ) represents, as an Interest Group,  
the rights of game designers. It promotes new game designers and advocates  
the strengthening of the cultural assets of games in society.


